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SUMMARY

Depth-based action recognition has been attracting the attention of researchers because of the advantages of depth cameras over standard RGB cameras. One of these advantages is that depth data can provide rich information from multiple projections. In particular, multiple projections can be used to extract discriminative motion patterns that would not be discernible from one fixed projection. However, high computational costs have meant that recent studies have exploited only a small number of projections, such as front, side, and top. Thus, a large number of projections, which may be useful for discriminating actions, are discarded. In this paper, we propose an efficient method to exploit pools of multiple projections for recognizing actions in depth videos. First, we project 3D data onto multiple 2D-planes from different viewpoints sampled on a geodesic dome to obtain a large number of projections. Then, we train and test action classifiers independently for each projection. To reduce the computational cost, we propose a greedy method to select a small yet robust combination of projections. The idea is that best complementary projections will be considered first when searching for optimal combinations. We conducted extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of our method on three challenging benchmarks: MSR Action 3D, MSR Gesture 3D, and 3D Action Pairs. The experimental results show that our method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods while using a small number of projections.
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1. Introduction

Human action recognition is one of the essential tasks in computer vision because of its many potential applications such as surveillance, content-based video search, sport video analysis, and human-computer interaction [1], [2]. With recent advances in imaging technology, it has become possible to capture depth information in real time. Depth cameras have several advantages over conventional cameras. For example, depth images are much easier to segment and are insensitive to changes in lighting conditions. In this paper, we study the problem of human action recognition from depth video sequences.

One straightforward approach is to treat the depth information as pixel intensities for adapting state-of-the-art 2D features to depth videos. Unfortunately, this method exposes the inherent limitations of the 2D feature-based approaches. Moreover, it results in confused motion patterns that cannot be distinguished by observing 2D videos from one viewpoint. The actions of Hammer and Forward Punch shown in Fig. 1 are such examples. Another possible approach is to project depth data onto specific 2D-planes, such as the front, side and top [3], [4]. These methods aggregate discriminative information from different viewpoints to generate more discriminative representations of actions. However, this approach discards a large number of projections which may contain useful information for discriminating actions.

We handle this problem in a novel way by exploiting pools of multiple projections to obtain more discriminative information. The motivation of this technique is that two different actions may be confused in the same view but can be differentiated in some other view, as shown in Fig. 4. To do that, we project depth data onto 2D-planes via different viewpoints sampled on a geodesic dome (see Figs. 2 and 3). The projected values in these planes are turned into pixel intensities. As a result, we obtain a much larger number of projections. Using these projections, we can generate a set of 2D action clips for each depth video. It is worth noting that a subset of the 2D action clips comes from special cases of the two aforementioned approaches, such as front, side, and top projections. Once the set has been obtained, we can employ state-of-the-art 2D techniques for action recognition.

We have to deal with the following challenges in order to exploit multiple projections in action recognition. The first one is that the extraction is too time consuming, since it requires a huge number of 2D action clips to be processed. Secondly, using all possible viewpoints to recognize actions may not be necessarily optimal. As shown in Figs. 1 and 4, there are actions that cannot be distinguished from certain viewpoints. These viewpoints can compromise the recognition performance when combined with other discriminative viewpoints. To handle these challenges, we propose a greedy method, called multiple projection-based greedy selection (MPGS), to select an optimal subset of viewpoints. MPGS iteratively selects a set of viewpoints based on the
Fig. 1 Illustration of our ad hoc projection-based approach. The original sequence of depth maps is projected onto three 2D-planes, corresponding to three views: front (XY), side (ZY) and top (XZ), to form 2D videos. After that, dense trajectory motion features are extracted from the 2D videos. Two actions of Forward Punch and Hammer may be confused if we view them from the front because they both contain “lift arm up” and “stretch out” movements that are indistinguishable when viewed from the front. However, if we properly use the depth information in the motion pattern analysis, it is possible to extract discriminative motion patterns which are inaccessible from one fixed view (i.e., from the front) but discernible from different views (i.e., from the side or top).

discrimination ability of their combination. In each iteration, only one best viewpoint is added to the current combination. This method converges at a given number of viewpoints or no selected viewpoint. The key idea is that the best complementary viewpoints will be considered first when searching for the optimal combination.

We conducted comprehensive experiments on three challenging benchmarks: the MSR Action 3D dataset, MSR Gesture 3D dataset, and 3D Action Pairs dataset. The results show that our method not only outperforms the baseline methods that do not use selected-projection-based features but also beats other state-of-the-art methods in action recognition using depth video sequences.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a new method to obtain a small yet robust combination of projections for multiple projection-based action recognition from depth videos. The combination is optimal in situations in which different actions are almost indistinguishable from the same viewpoint. In addition, we propose to use dense trajectory-based features to recognize 2D action clips generated from depth videos. This proposal is motivated by the success of dense trajectory-based features in 2D action recognition [5]–[10]. To the best of our knowledge, no previous multiple projection-based study has exploited these features for recognizing actions in depth videos.

The work presented in this paper is an extension of our earlier work [11], with the following additions:

- We compared our method with a number of baselines, including the single viewpoint-based method, specific viewpoint-based method, and all sampled viewpoint-based method.
- We also compared it with other state-of-the-art methods.
- Experimental results are reported for the MSR Gesture 3D dataset and 3D Action Pairs dataset, which are challenging benchmarks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is briefly discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the proposed method. The experimental results are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The recent approaches to recognition of actions in depth sequences can be divided into two main categories. The first category includes approaches originally proposed for conventional RGB videos that have been extended to deal with depth sequences. The second category consists of approaches that consider the nature of depth data.

Regarding the first category, [4] proposed Depth Motion Maps (DMMs) to capture global activities in depth sequences. DMMs are generated by stacking the motion energies of depth maps projected on three orthogonal Cartesian planes. A Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [12] is then computed from the DMMs to represent an action. Another approach, proposed by [13], uses filtering to extract spatio-temporal interest points from depth videos (DSTIPs). This can be considered as an extension of the work of [14] to depth data. First, 2D and 1D filters (e.g., Gaussian and Gabor filters) are respectively applied to the spatial dimensions and temporal dimension of the depth video. A correction function is used to suppress noisy depth points. The points with the largest responses resulting from this filtering are selected as the DSTIPs for each video. In addition, a depth cuboid similarity feature (DCSF) is used to describe a 3D cuboid around each DSTIP, in which the apparent size varies with the depth. The study [13] illustrated the effectiveness of using 2D techniques for depth data.
Regarding the second category, [3] propose to use a bag of 3D points to characterize a set of salient postures. The 3D points are extracted from the contours of planar projections of the 3D depth map. About 1% of the 3D points are sampled in order to calculate a feature. Unlike [3], the methods described in [15]–[17] to represent features in action sequences.

The authors of [15] propose a new feature descriptor, called Space-Time Occupancy Patterns (STOP). This descriptor is formed from the sparse cells of a 4D space-time grid dividing up a sequence of depth maps. The points inside the sparse cells are typically on the silhouette or on the moving parts of an object. [16] created semi-local features, called Random Occupancy Pattern (ROP) features, from randomly sampled 4D sub-volumes of different sizes and at different locations. The random sampling is performed according to a weighted scheme in order to effectively explore the large dense sampling space. The authors also used sparse coding to robustly encode these features. [17] designed features, named Local Occupancy Patterns (LOPs), to describe the local “depth appearance” of each joint of the body. LOP features are computed on the basis of a 3D point cloud around a particular joint. In addition, they concatenate the LOP features with skeleton information-based features and apply a Short Fourier Transform to obtain Fourier Temporal Pyramid features at each joint. The features are utilized in a novel actionlet ensemble model to represent each action in the video.

Recently, [18] presented a new descriptor for depth maps, named Histogram of Oriented 4D Surface Normals (HON4D). To construct the HON4D, 4D normal vectors are first computed from the depth sequence. Next, these 4D normal vectors are distributed into spatio-temporal cells. To quantize the 4D normal vectors, the 4D space is quantized by using the vertices of a regular polychoron. The quantization is refined by additional projectors to make the 4D normal vectors in each cell denser and more discriminative. Afterwards, the HON4D features in the cells are concatenated to represent an action in the depth video. A number of studies [3], [15]–[18] have shown the effectiveness of approaches that directly exploit 3D data for action recognition. However, several constraints, such as segmentation of the human body in [3], or the location of the body in [15]–[18], have somewhat limited their applicability.

Inspired by the results of J. Shotton et al. [19] and L. Xia et al. [20], some studies [21], [22] have developed skeleton-based methods for depth map sequences. X. Yang et al. [21] proposed an EigenJoints-based action recognition system using a Naive-Bayes-Nearest-Neighbor classifier. The system is able to capture the characteristics of posture, motion, and offset of the frames. In addition, non-quantized descriptors and Video-to-Class distance computations have proved to be effective for action recognition. J. Luo et al. [22] proposed a new discriminative dictionary learning algorithm (DL-GSGC) to better represent 3D joint features. This algorithm incorporates both group sparsity and geometric constraints. In addition, to keep temporal information, a temporal pyramid matching method can be used on each sequence of depth maps. Most of the skeleton information-based approaches have state-of-the-art performance on benchmark datasets. However, their dependence on skeleton information is a detriment when such information is not available or incorrect.

Different from the previous studies [3], [4], we do not require the human body to be segmented. Moreover, unlike methods in [17], [21], no skeleton has to be extracted. Additionally, we investigate the benefit of using multiple projections from depth videos. In contrast to earlier findings [3], [4], our method provides an optimal combination of projections to improve recognition accuracy significantly. Finally, we leverage the trajectory feature to represent actions in video. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has attempted to adapt the dense trajectory-based approach to action recognition in depth video. We evaluated the recognition accuracy of our method on depth video using the dense trajectories proposed by H. Wang et al. [5].

3. Proposed Method

3.1 3D Action Decomposition

Our aim is to exploit discriminative motion patterns of an action from different viewpoints. The discriminative motion patterns are used to accurately recognize confused actions. We collect these patterns as follows. First, we decompose each 3D action into a set of 2D actions. A simple and effective way is to map each 3D action to given viewpoints. Each viewpoint is defined by a pair consisting of a polar angle $\theta$ and azimuthal angle $\phi$, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We define $(\phi, \theta) = (\pi/2, \pi/2)$ as the frontal view. In particular, viewpoints are calculated in a step of $\pi/6$ (see Fig. 3). There are 22 viewpoints in total.

Next, we use the dense trajectory-based approach [5], [6] to extract discriminative motion patterns. We provide a brief description of this approach in Sect. 3.2.

![Fig. 2](image) The mapping model is used to decompose 3D actions. Each viewpoint $P$ is formed by a pair of azimuthal angle $\phi$ and polar angle $\theta$. 

Fig. 2
3.2 Feature Extraction

Dense trajectories [5] have been demonstrated to be effective in action recognition. Our motivation for using dense trajectories is to capture discriminative motion patterns from 2D actions decomposed from 3D actions. To extract trajectories from videos, Wang et al. [5], [6] proposed sampling on a dense grid with a step size of 5 pixels. The sampling is performed at multiple scales with a factor of 1/√2. Displacement information from a dense optical flow field is used to track the dense points. At each scale, in frame \( t \), each point \( P_t = (x_t, y_t) \) is tracked to point \( P_{t+1} = (x_{t+1}, y_{t+1}) \) in the next frame \( t + 1 \) by using:

\[
P_{t+1} = (x_{t+1}, y_{t+1}) = (x_t, y_t) + (M \ast \omega)(\bar{x}_t, \bar{y}_t),
\]

where \( \omega = (u_t, v_t) \) denotes the dense optical flow field, \( M \) is the kernel used in median filtering, and \( (\bar{x}_t, \bar{y}_t) \) is the rounded position of \( P_t \). The algorithm presented in [23] uses dense optical flow. To avoid drifting, it sets a suitable trajectory length of 15 frames. It also removes trajectories with sudden changes.

Once the trajectories have been extracted, two kinds of descriptor, i.e., a trajectory shape descriptor and a trajectory-aligned descriptor, can be used. The descriptors are computed within a space-time volume \((N \times N \text{ spatial pixels and } L \text{ temporal frames})\) around the trajectory. This volume is divided up into a 3D grid (spatially into \( n_x \times n_y \) grid and temporally into \( n_t \) segments). The default settings of these parameters are \( N = 32 \) pixels, \( L = 15 \) frames, \( n_x = n_y = 2 \), and \( n_t = 3 \). In our experiments, we only used the Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH), a trajectory-aligned descriptor, because of its effectiveness [5], [6].

3.3 Viewpoint Selection

As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the sampling viewpoints method provides rich information while also dealing with the following challenges. The first is the high computational cost due to a huge number of augmented action clips. Second, action representations created from all available viewpoints may contain confusing information, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, it is critical to collect a compact set of viewpoints.

The viewpoint selection method can be divided into two stages: data organization and greedy selection from the pool of viewpoints. In the first stage, we divide actions into a development dataset for training and a test dataset for testing. In addition, we further divide the development dataset into a training dataset and validation dataset. Both datasets are used in the second stage. We obtain the three datasets in the cross-subject setting. The evaluation protocol used in our selection experiments was mean average precision (mAP). Suppose that a group of viewpoints has been obtained (the pool of multiple viewpoints). Our objective is to select a few viewpoints that can form an optimal combination to represent actions from depth videos. We use a greedy method to select representative viewpoints (Algorithm 1). This method iteratively adds viewpoints from the pool of multiple viewpoints (POOL) to the final viewpoint set (SEL). In each step of the selection, classifiers for each candidate viewpoint set are learned and evaluated. In the first iteration, classifiers for each single candidate viewpoint are learned, and the viewpoint with the best evaluation performance is added to the final viewpoint set. The learning and evaluation step is repeated using the current selected viewpoint set until a stopping condition is reached. The algorithm stops at one of the following conditions: (1) the number of collected viewpoints is greater than a given threshold, or (2) none of the viewpoints that could be added yields a benefit. The outcome of this algorithm is an optimal subset of viewpoints selected from the pool.

3.4 Feature Representation

In order to represent videos, we use the bag-of-words model [24]. So far, we have selected \( M \) viewpoints. For each viewpoint we train a codebook with 2000 codewords using the k-means algorithm. In order to reduce the computational cost of clustering, we used another dataset, the Northwestern-UCLA Multiview Action 3D dataset [25], to...
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Algorithm 1: Greedy method of viewpoint selection

\begin{verbatim}
input : A set of available viewpoints - POOL
Number of selected viewpoints - M
output: A set of selected viewpoints - SEL, SEL \subseteq POOL
1 \texttt{SEL} \leftarrow \emptyset;
2 \texttt{mAP}_{\texttt{max}} \leftarrow -\infty;
3 \textbf{for} t \textbf{from} 1 \textbf{to} M \textbf{do}
4 \hspace{1em} \texttt{change} \leftarrow \texttt{false};
5 \hspace{1em} \texttt{viewID} \leftarrow 0;
6 \hspace{1em} \textbf{foreach} viewpoint \texttt{v} \in \texttt{POOL} \textbf{do}
7 \hspace{2em} \texttt{SEL}_{\texttt{temp}} \leftarrow \texttt{SEL} \cup \texttt{v};
8 \hspace{2em} \texttt{mAP}_{\texttt{SEL}} \leftarrow \texttt{Compute}_n\texttt{mAP}(\texttt{SEL}_{\texttt{temp}});
9 \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} \texttt{mAP}_{\texttt{SEL}} > \texttt{mAP}_{\texttt{max}} \textbf{then}
10 \hspace{3em} \texttt{mAP}_{\texttt{max}} \leftarrow \texttt{mAP}_{\texttt{SEL}};
11 \hspace{3em} \texttt{viewID} \leftarrow \texttt{index}(\texttt{v});
12 \hspace{3em} \texttt{change} \leftarrow \texttt{true};
13 \hspace{1em} \textbf{end}
14 \textbf{end}
15 \textbf{if} \texttt{change} \textbf{then}
16 \hspace{1em} \texttt{v} \leftarrow \texttt{POOL}(\texttt{viewID});
17 \hspace{1em} \texttt{POOL} \leftarrow \texttt{POOL} \setminus \texttt{v};
18 \hspace{1em} \texttt{SEL} \leftarrow \texttt{SEL} \cup \texttt{v};
19 \textbf{else}
20 \hspace{1em} \textbf{break};
21 \textbf{end}
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 5 Example frames showing actions in the MSR Action 3D dataset [3].

build universal view-codebooks. Different from the datasets used to evaluate our method, each activity in this dataset consists of many complicated and arbitrary movements. Therefore, this dataset contains a large number of movements that cover all of the movements in the evaluation datasets. Because of the characteristics of hand gestures in the MSR Gesture 3D dataset, the codebooks were only used for training and testing with MSR Action 3D and 3D Action Pairs.

For each video, we quantize its local descriptors to form M video representations, corresponding to M viewpoints. After that, we concatenate these representations to obtain the final feature representation. We use the libSVM library [26] with the histogram intersection kernel (see Eq. (2)) for classification. This kernel can be defined as follows. Suppose that \(a\) and \(b\) are the histograms of two action videos (i.e., feature representations after the viewpoint selection). Both histograms consist of \(n\) bins and \(a_i, b_i\) are denoted as the \(i\)-th bins of \(a\) and \(b\) respectively. Let us assume that \(a\) and \(b\) have been normalized.

\[ K(a, b) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \min(a_i, b_i), a_i \geq 0, b_i \geq 0 \]  

In order to recognize \(N\) action categories, we build \(N\) corresponding binary classifiers (one-versus-all classifiers) \(f^{(j)}, j = 1..N\). With each test sample \(x\), we obtain \(N\) scores from all classifiers. Then, we select the action category that has the maximum score as the decision for the test sample \(x\). The predicted category of \(x\) can be also defined by:

\[ \hat{j} = \arg \max_{j} f^{(j)}(x), \; j = 1..N \]  

4. Experiment

4.1 Datasets

4.1.1 MSR Action 3D Dataset

MSR Action3D dataset consists of temporally segmented action sequences captured by a depth camera. This dataset is challenging because the actions contained in it often appear similar. This dataset contains 20 action types, as described in Table 1. The actions were performed two or three times by ten subjects and reasonably cover various movements of the limbs, torso, and their combinations. We evaluated our method in two different experimental settings.

1. Set.1: We divided the twenty actions into three subsets in as the original setting [3]. Each subset consisted of eight actions (Table 2). The AS1 and AS2 subsets grouped actions that had similar movements. The AS3 subset grouped complex actions together. For instance, the hammer action seems to be confused with the forward punch action in AS1, and the hand catch and side boxing actions are similar looking movements in AS2.

2. Set.2: This experimental setting was the same as the one described in [16]. We evaluated our method on a total of twenty actions. This setting is considered more challenging than the three action subsets due to the greater number of action classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Action Name</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Action Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>high arm wave</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>two-hand wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>horizontal arm wave</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>side boxing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hammer</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>hand catch</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>forward kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>forward punch</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>side kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>high throw</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>jogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>draw X</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>tennis swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>draw tick</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>tennis serve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>draw circle</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>golf swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>hand clap</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>pick up &amp; throw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  The three action subsets used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Subset 1 (AS1)</th>
<th>Action Subset 2 (AS2)</th>
<th>Action Subset 3 (AS3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>horizontal arm wave</td>
<td>high arm wave</td>
<td>high throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hammer</td>
<td>hand catch</td>
<td>forward kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forward punch</td>
<td>draw x</td>
<td>side kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high throw</td>
<td>draw tick</td>
<td>jogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand clap</td>
<td>draw circle</td>
<td>tennis swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bend</td>
<td>two hand wave</td>
<td>tennis serve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tennis serve</td>
<td>side-boxing</td>
<td>golf swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pick up &amp; throw</td>
<td>forward kick</td>
<td>pick up &amp; throw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Twelve gestures in MSR Gesture 3D dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Gesture Name</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Gesture Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Finish</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Where</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hungry</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6  Example frames showing hand gestures from the MSR Gesture 3D dataset[16].

Our experiments were cross-subject tests; i.e., one half of the subjects were used for training, the rest for testing.

4.1.2 MSR Gesture 3D Dataset

The Gesture3D dataset[16] is a hand gesture dataset of depth sequences captured by a depth camera. It contains twelve American Sign Language gestures (see Table 3). Examples of these gestures are shown in Fig. 6. Ten subjects performed each gesture two or three times. In total, the dataset contains 333 depth sequences. The main challenge here is self-occlusion. We used the experimental settings in [16] (i.e., leave-one-subject-out cross-validation) to evaluate our approach.

4.1.3 3D Action Pairs Dataset

The 3D Action Pairs dataset[18] is a new type of action dataset. Different from the other two datasets, this dataset contains pairs of actions in which the motion and shape cues are similar, but different in their order of performance (see Fig. 7). It is a challenging task to differentiate the prominent cues within each pair. There are twelve actions, as shown in Table 4. Each action was performed three times by ten subjects. Actions from the first five subjects were used for testing, the rest for training.

4.2 Experimental Results

This section presents the experimental results of our approach on the three aforementioned datasets. First, we describe the experimental results showing the influence of single projections in action recognition. Second, we discuss the role of compensating information from multiple projections with naive selection. Finally, we compare our MPGS method with the previous and state-of-the-art methods. The experimental results are reported in terms of recognition accuracy. The best performance is highlighted in bold.

4.2.1 Action Recognition from Single Projections

We evaluated the dense trajectory-based approach, as described in Sect. 3.2, for action recognition on single projections. Figure 8 presents the recognition performance of the single projections on three benchmark datasets. For each dataset, the experimental results indicate that the recognition performance varies over projections. Additionally, the recognition performance reaches maximum at different viewpoints (or projections). For example, on MSR Action 3D, we obtain maximum accuracies of 91.4% and 88.4% with experimental settings 1 and 2, respectively, at viewpoint-13. In contrast, the maximum accuracy is 89.3% at viewpoint-11 on MSR Gesture 3D and 93.3% at viewpoint-10 on 3D Action Pairs.

Moreover, there are some actions with similar move-
ments in the same view direction. As shown in Fig. 4, High Arm Wave and Two Hand Wave are two such examples. Therefore, it is necessary to combine multiple projections.

4.2.2 Action Recognition from Multiple Projections

Here, we describe experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of combining multiple projections. We compare two combination strategies: (1) combining front, side and top projections as proposed in [3], [4]. (Note that these projections correspond to viewpoints 13, 4 and 1 in our method); (2) combining all available projections. For both strategies, the action in a depth sequence is represented by concatenating the feature vectors computed from the corresponding projections.

Table 5 shows the recognition performance of combinations of multiple projections. The results for the first strategy indicate that the recognition performance of front, side and top combination is better than that of the single projections. This means we can achieve an improvement if we can employ much more discriminative motion information from other projections.

However, compensating information from unreliable sources can compromise the discrimination ability. As presented in Table 5, although the combination of all viewpoints yields a comparative improvement over front, side and top combination on MSR Gesture 3D, it does not so on MSR Action 3D and 3D Action Pairs. For example, for 3D Action Pairs, the recognition performance declines in comparison with the single viewpoint-based method, because the information from all projections is fused together.

These results show that it is necessary to select a subset of projections for action recognition.

4.2.3 Action Recognition from Selected Projections

Here, we report the experimental results of our projection selection method (MPGS). The results (Table 6) show that MPGS can significantly improve the recognition accuracy by effectively exploiting much more discriminative motion information using the pool of multiple projections. Obviously, it is not necessary to extract motion information from all projections in the pool. The motion information provided from our MPGS is robust enough to accurately recognize actions.

In addition, the computational cost is significantly lowered as a result of using a small yet robust combination of selected projections. For MSR Action 3D, the compact subset of projections includes viewpoints: 13, 7, 15, 9, 1, 11, and 3 in the selection order of Algorithm 1. For 3D Action Pairs, the selected subset includes viewpoints: 1, 10, and 13. For MSR Gesture 3D, the number of viewpoints in the final selected subset depends on the leave-one-subject-out experimental setting, and Table 6 shows the maximum
Table 7  Comparison with state-of-the-art methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MSR Action 3D (Set.1)</th>
<th>MSR Action 3D (Set.2)</th>
<th>MSR Gesture 3D</th>
<th>3D Action Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bag of 3D Points [3]</td>
<td>74.70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space-Time Occupancy Patterns [15]</td>
<td>84.80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenjoint [21]</td>
<td>82.33</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Occupancy Patterns [16]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.50</td>
<td>88.50</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Occupancy Patterns [17]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88.20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth Motion Maps-based HOG [4]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>92.50</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histogram of Oriented 4D Normals [18]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSTIPs &amp; DCSF [13]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL-GSGC [22]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our MPGS</td>
<td>97.90</td>
<td>97.10</td>
<td>92.80</td>
<td>96.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9  Recognition performance of projection-based method on MSR Action 3D, MSR Gesture 3D and 3D Action Pairs.

number. These results have shown that the selected viewpoints are different among the datasets. The reason is that the confusing actions are different from dataset to dataset. Therefore, different viewpoints are selected to discriminate different confusing cases. For example, for MSR Action 3D dataset, accuracy is improved because viewpoint-7 is selected to better differentiate confusing actions such as ‘hammer’ and ‘forward punch’. Meanwhile, for 3D Action Pairs dataset, for confusing actions such as ‘put down a box’ and ‘wear a hat’, viewpoint-7 is not selected.

The selected subsets for each benchmark dataset indicate that MPGS can cover a wide range of viewpoints in which the selected viewpoints are not necessarily equally spaced. Thus, the viewpoints together can effectively compensate information. Furthermore, notice that the compact subsets cover the front (13), side (4) and top (1) viewpoints or their neighbors. This shows that the front, side and top combination of viewpoints is complementary, but not sufficient. In general, MPGS is much more effective than the single projection, specific projection, and pool of multiple projections methods, as shown in Fig. 9.

Figures 10 and 11 show the confusion matrices corresponding to the evaluations on MSR Action 3D and 3D Action Pairs. It is clear that our approach significantly improves recognition performance on easily confused actions. For example, (Lift a box; Place a box) and (Stick a poster; Remove a poster) are easily confused action pairs in 3D Action Pairs, and (Hand catch; Side boxing) and (Draw x; Draw tick) are easily confused actions in MSR Action 3D. However, there are also some samples which are incorrectly predicted even though an optimal subset of viewpoints is selected. The misidentification occurs due to the arbitrariness in action execution. In addition, occlusion is also a reason. It can be either self-occlusion or common occlusion caused by surrounding objects. Besides, our method proposes a solution to exploit a pool of multiple viewpoints. It does not guarantee a global optimization but it is more effective than the aforementioned baselines, such as using single viewpoint, specific viewpoints, and all viewpoints.

4.2.4 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

Table 7 shows the outcome of the comparison with state-of-the-art methods. The compared methods use various feature representations, such as, silhouette-based features [3], [4], skeleton joint-based features [21], occupancy pattern-based features [15]–[17], normal orientation-based features [18], and depth cuboid similarity features [13]. The approaches in [15]–[17] outperform those in [21] since 3D cloud points are less sensitive to occlusions and provide additional shape information compared with skeleton joints. Unlike [15]–[17] employs both depth and skeleton information to extract motion and shape features. However, these features are simply concatenated; therefore their relations are not encoded. Additionally, skeleton information is not effective for human hand gestures, the skeleton information-based methods cannot be used for hand gesture-based applications. In depth motion maps [4], depth sequences are projected onto three planes where the temporal order of shape/motion cues is eliminated and thus these methods suffer from inner-paired confusion. MPGS employs dense trajectories; therefore, it captures both motion and shape features. Moreover, our method operates in a pool of multiple viewpoints; thus it can exploit more discriminative information. As shown in Table 7, MPGS achieves the best performance on all three benchmarks under all settings.

In addition, our method effectively exploits dense trajectory-based features. Moreover, it is not influenced by preprocessings, such as human body segmentation and skeleton extraction, which play important roles in some state-of-the-art methods. This means our approach would have numerous practical applications.
5. Discussion

5.1 Feature Representation

To the best of our knowledge, selecting effective features from depth data using a deep neural network (DNN) has not been well-studied. However, DNN features have been successfully applied for various tasks. In practice, we can utilize our multiple projection method as a data augmentation strategy and train a DNN model with the augmented data. Due to the robustness of DNN, it is expected to select good features for this task. However, this is not the focus of this paper, which is a greedy method to select a complementary viewpoints. Moreover, designing and training a good DNN model from scratch is not a trivial task.

5.2 Threshold of Selected Viewpoints

In Fig. 12, we show the influence of the threshold of selected viewpoints M on the performance of our algorithm. These results are reported on MSR Action 3D dataset and 3D Action Pairs dataset. Our algorithm stops with a small number of selected viewpoints. Specifically, when the threshold
Fig. 12 Classification accuracy on the threshold of selected viewpoints.

\( M \geq 8 \), our algorithm does not yield a better performance on the datasets. In this case, the second stopping condition will be satisfied. In the experiments, we set the threshold to be the number of all available viewpoints. In practice, threshold \( M \) is used to control a trade-off between the reasonable computational cost and the good performance on new datasets.

6. Conclusion

We presented a method using a pool of multiple projections for recognizing actions in 3D videos. The key idea is to exploit depth information for better use with state-of-the-art features for 2D video such as dense trajectories. To this end, 3D data is projected onto multiple planes from corresponding viewpoints and features are extracted from these planes. We devised a greedy method to select an optimal subset of viewpoints for fusion that yields superior performance compared with the baseline methods we tested. Moreover, our contributions are all complementary and lead to outstanding results in comparison with the state-of-the-art, as demonstrated by our extensive experiments on benchmark datasets.

In this study, we only investigated action recognition using depth data obtained from one camera. Therefore, self-occlusion is still a problem that can compromise the discrimination power. In order to overcome this challenge, it is necessary to fully capture 3D information from motions. One possible way forward is to use wearable sensors for capturing 3D motion information of human body parts. However, it is not easy to apply the sensors in practice. Another way is to exploit motion information using multiple cameras. With multiple cameras, we can collect much more discriminative motion information, and this should lead to an improvement in recognition accuracy. In the future work, we will try this idea within our multiple projection-based framework.
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